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Abstract

Results

The ManRay Ontology for Nuclear Medicine has
been updated for OWL 2 and incorporated with
the ManRay Registry in the PORTAL-DOORS
System (PDS) for management of resource
metadata on the semantic web. Use of this
ontology and registry will facilitate exchange of
data for basic research or clinical trials involving
nuclear medicine and pharmacogenomic
molecular imaging for personalized medicine.

Objectives
To develop information resources, software
tools and applications capable of supporting
informatics research in nuclear medicine and
pharmacogenomic molecular imaging (PGMI).
Originally defined in (1) and discussed further in
(2), PGMI involves a personalized medicine
study that asks a pharmacological question in
association with a genetic test and a molecular
imaging procedure for an individual patient.

Fig 1: Genetic testing, drug dosing and molecular imaging comprise the essential steps of PGMI in personalized medicine;
not shown are the data analyses necessary for gene-specific drug/dose selection and image biomarker monitoring.

Conclusions
Development of an ontology as an open
standard for the exchange of data involving
nuclear medicine, radiopharmaceuticals and
molecular imaging together with an associated
registry of resources constitutes the most
important goal of the ManRay Project. Such a
combination of ontology and registry serves as
a necessary component of a framework in
support of a knowledge engineering workbench
for basic research or clinical trials involving
pharmacogenomic molecular imaging.

Methods
Initial development in 2005 of the ManRay ontology
for nuclear medicine (3) was limited by the constraints
of the semantic languages and interoperability
frameworks available at the time. Since then, the
language OWL has progressed to the enhanced
version 2 recently approved as a W3C
recommendation, and the PORTAL-DOORS System
(PDS) has been developed as a new framework
enabling both lexical and semantic search across
different specialty domains (4,5). The current iteration
of development for the ManRay project updates the
ontology to exploit the new OWL 2 language and PDS
framework. Ontologies for the ManRay project are
constructed adhering to the specifications for XML,
RDF, and the new OWL 2 as recommended by the
W3C. General software engineering principles of
hierarchical modularity, flexibility, and extensibility
have been maintained as in the original version with a
structure favoring composition of smaller ontologies,
each of which has been updated for use with OWL 2
and PDS. Software development environments used
include Altova XMLSpy, Stanford Protege, NeOn
Project Toolkit and Microsoft Visual Studio with design
influenced by modeling from the four perspectives of
relational database, programmatic code, XML
Schema, and OWL 2 objects.

The ManRay project implements an ontology and
registry for nuclear medicine, radiopharmaceuticals,
and molecular imaging. The ontology is structured as
a hierarchy of *.owl files with manray.owl as the top
level and separate *.owl files for imaging protocols,
pharmaceuticals, and radionuclides as the lower
levels. It has now been enhanced to incorporate the
new features of OWL 2, modified for compliance with
the interoperability requirements of PDS, and
extended to address more explicitly the concepts of
pharmacogenomic molecular imaging (1,2). The
website www.portaldoors.org hosts ManRay and the
other PDS prototype registries (including BrainWatch,
GeneScene, and Beacon) together with their schemas
and ontologies. Software with Microsoft ASP.Net and
SQL code together with the most up-to-date XML
schemas and OWL ontologies are available for
download. Additional information specific to the
ManRay Project is available at www.nucmedlib.net.

Fig 2: ManRay Registry records with resource metadata available for search in the PDS server networks.

Fig 3: Diagram of essential concepts for a PGMI study.

Fig 4: Example metadata record from ManRay Registry/Ontology.
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